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About the Summit:
Sustainable ingredients, food waste
and marketing developments will be
featured in the European edition of
the Sustainable Foods Summit.
Like previous editions, the summit
will
bring
together
leading
organisations involved in eco-labels
and sustainability in the food industry.
The summit will be hosted at the
Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam City
Centre on 9-10th June 2016.
What are the implications of COP21
on the European food industry?
What developments are occurring
in
sustainable
seafood
and
livestock production? What can food
companies and retailers do to
minimise food losses? How can

consumers be encouraged to
undertake sustainable purchases and
responsible consumption? This new
edition will address such questions in
a high-level forum.
Since 2009, the Sustainable Foods
Summit has been discussing leading
issues the food industry faces
concerning sustainability and ecolabels, such as Organic, Fair Trade,
Rainforest Alliance, etc. The aim of
the Sustainable Foods Summit is to
explore new horizons for ecolabels and sustainability in the food
industry by discussing key industry
issues. Other editions in this
international series are hosted in Latin
America and North America.
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Reasons to Attend
the Summit
Assess the future directions of

1 eco-labels in the food industry.
2

Get insights into the
widening palette of
sustainable ingredients.

3

Debate the key outcomes
and practical implications of
the COP21 summit.

Who Should Attend?
The Sustainable Foods Summit is devised for key stake-holders in
the food industry that include:
• Food manufacturers
• Ingredient & raw material
companies
• Retailers & distributors
• Packaging companies

• Industry organisations
• Inspection & certification
agencies
• Academics & researchers
• Investors & financiers

Discuss the role of sustainable

4 agriculture in mitigating
climate change.

5

Gain insights into how food
companies and retailers are
meeting green marketing
challenges.

6

Get a deeper understanding of
ethical consumer behaviour.

7

Explore the various ways
losses can be reduced in food
supply chains.
Learn how to innovate using

8 sustainable food ingredients.
Get insights into how food

9 companies are re-formulating
products for transparency.
Assess the role of packaging

10 in reducing food waste.

Learn how food & ingredient

11 firms are developing
sustainable supply chains.
Broaden your industry network
by meeting key executives
12
involved in sustainability in
the food industry.

Programme: Day 1 – Thursday 9th June 2016
Session 1: Sustainability Initiatives
The premier session gives an update on recent developments, placing emphasis on sustainable agriculture and the
outcomes of the world climate summit (COP21). The food industry is unique in that it is a victim and cause of climate
change. It generates a quarter of all greenhouse gases, with over half from livestock production. Agriculture, or food
production, is also adversely affected by rising global temperatures, giving poor harvests and fluctuating yields. Loss of
agricultural land is leading to deforestation, further exacerbating climate change. Papers in this session look at the solutions
provided by sustainable agriculture, as well as important developments in sustainable livestock and seafood production.
08:30 Registration
09:00 Opening Keynote: The True Value of Sustainable Foods
Aksel NAERSTAD, Senior Policy Adviser, THE DEVELOPMENT FUND
Conventional agriculture is often criticised for its focus on intensification. Learn how
sustainable food production can help resolve some of the major environmental, social
and economic problems we face.
09:15 Sustainability: Market Update and Summit Agenda
Amarjit SAHOTA, Founder and President, ORGANIC MONITOR
An update is given on eco-labelled food markets and sustainability in the context of
the summit agenda. What developments are on the horizon?
09:30 COP21 and Sustainable Agriculture
Monique GROOTEN, Chief Footprint & Markets Expert, WWF
If the pledges of the world climate summit are to be met, food companies and retailers
need to take action to reduce their emissions. What practical steps can they take, and
what is the role of sustainable agriculture in mitigating climate change?
10:00 Reducing Impacts of Livestock Farming
Taco KINGMA, Sustainable Business Manager, FRIESLAND CAMPINA
With livestock generating most greenhouse gases in the food industry, there is a
growing call for sustainable production methods. A leading dairy company shows
how it is meeting the challenges with climate-neutral growth.
10:30 Networking Break & Refreshments
11:00 Sustainable Seafood Update and Outlook
Camiel DERICHS, Regional Director Europe, MARINE STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL
Although strides have been made in recent years, the seafood industry continues to
experience sustainability issues. An update is given on sustainable seafood, including
labelling schemes. What more can be done to advance sustainable seafood sourcing?
11:20 Developments in Seafood Farming
Avrim LAZAR, Consultant, GLOBAL SALMON INITIATIVE
Global demand for proteins is projected to continue to rise in the coming decades,
putting a strain on marine sources. Learn how this new initiative is providing a solution
by sustainable seafood farming.
11:50 Addressing Social Impacts in Supply Chains
Karst KOOISTRA, Sourcing Development Manager, TRADIN ORGANIC
A pioneering company sheds some light on the challenges when setting up sustainable
supply chains. How is it addressing its social impacts when sourcing ingredients?
12:30 Panel Discussion: Meeting the Proteins Challenge
12:50 Networking Lunch

Programme: Day 1 – Thursday 9th June 2016
Session 2: Advances in Sustainable Ingredients
The search for sustainable ingredients continues. On one side, companies are re-formulating their products with sustainable
& healthy ingredients. On the other, companies are developing sustainable supply chains for their ingredients to reduce
environmental impacts and / or create positive social impacts. This session covers recent developments in these areas.
14:00 Adding Sustainable Value to Grains
Cesare RONCHI, Senior Purchasing Manager, BARILLA
With research showing the highest environmental impact of raw materials at the growing
phase, a multinational shares its experiences in cultivating sustainable durum wheat.
How can the environmental and social benefits be measured?
14:30 Sustainable and Deforestation-Free Food Ingredients
Norbert SCHMITZ, Managing Director, ISCC SYSTEM
Gain insights into how food ingredients can be sourced from deforestation-free and
sustainable supply chains. Learn about developments in chain of custody systems
and sustainability certification schemes for such ingredients.
15:00 Biodiversity Impacts and Transparency
Rik Kutsch LOJENGA, Executive Director, UNION FOR ETHICAL BIOTRADE
Using herbal teas as a case study, get a deeper understanding on the biodiversity
impacts of sustainable sourcing. Latest research will also be presented from the
2016 UEBT biodiversity barometer study.
15:30 Networking Break & Refreshments
16:00 Novel Ingredients from Food Waste
Erik LINKE, Managing Director, FOODSOLUTIONSTEAM
With the food industry under growing pressure to become more efficient, waste
streams are being used to create new ingredients. Examples are given of new such
ingredients in this emerging area.
16:30 Innovating with Sustainable Raw Materials
Willem SODDERLAND, Founder & Seaweirdo, SEAMORE
Gain insights into how the use of sustainable ingredients can spur product innovations. How
does the sustainability profile of the finished product compare with the conventional product?
17:00 Sustainable Ingredients: Marketing Pitfalls
Elisabeth LAVILLE, CEO, UTOPIES
Although the use of sustainable ingredients is gaining popularity, not all finished products
are finding success. Learn about the marketing pitfalls and challenges when using sustainable
ingredients in food and beverages.
17:30 Panel Discussion: Future Outlook for Agricultural Commodities?
The session concludes with panellists debating the outlook for agriculture commodities. With a growing number
of food companies setting up sustainable sourcing programmes, is the future with in-house programmes or with
third-party certification schemes? Whilst both developments encourage sustainable development, what are the
consequences on consumers?
17:55 Closing Remarks from the Chair
18:00 Networking Drinks Reception

Sponsored by:

Summit Testimonials
Here is a selection of testimonials from previous European editions of the Sustainable Foods Summit…
“Thanks so much for inviting me – it was a really enjoyable event!”
Andrew Hunt, Co-Founder & Director, Aduna (UK)
“The Sustainable Foods Summit was very useful to us...thank you very much.” Royal Wessanen (The Netherlands)
“I enjoyed the Sustainable Food Summit very much!”

Ribus (USA)

Programme: Day 2 – Friday 10th June 2016
Session 3: Marketing Developments
As sustainable foods become mainstream, marketing is playing an increasingly important role. This session covers major
developments in eco-labels, mobile technology, and marketing communications. Case studies are given of leading operators
in the dairy alternative and foodservice sectors. The session ends with a debate on marketing communications.
08:30 Registration
09:00 Emerging Eco-Labels
Ursula BITTNER, Manager, DANUBE SOYA
Augusto FREIRE, President, PROTERRA FOUNDATION
Jan Willem MOLENAAR, Senior Consultant, SUSTAINABLE RICE PLATFORM
Growing consumer demand for sustainable foods is leading to a rise in the number of
eco-labelling schemes. Details are given of three new eco-labels in the food industry,
including their associated ecological, social and / or human impacts, as well as adoption rates.
09:50 Marketing Sustainable Products: Alpro Case Study
Koen BOUCKAERT, Strategy & Business Development Director, ALPRO
A major hurdle for many sustainable products is consumer acceptance. Learn how this
pioneering company overcame the marketing obstacles to make plant-based dairy
products a permanent fixture in European retailers.
10:20 Networking Breaks & Refreshments
10:50 Sustainability in Foodservice
Eric ZWESERIJN, Corporate Manager HSE, SODEXO
A leading foodservice operator gives some insights into how it is meeting the growing
complexity of the sustainability challenge. What are its key focus areas and how important
are sustainable / eco-labelled products in its procurement policies?
11:20 Managing Supply Chains by Mobile Technology
Dr. Alexander ELLEBRECHT, Executive Manager, CHAINPOINT
There is a need for greater traceability and transparency in food supply chains. Learn how
advances in mobile technology can strengthen supply chains and manage risks.
11:50 The Secret Code of Sustainability
Dr. Stefan Hermann SIEMER, Strategy Consultant, CLINIC FOR INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION
Insights are given into how consumers decode sustainability principles and values, as well
as their secret key drivers for sustainability impressions. What are the implications to food
and beverage brands?
12:20 Panel Discussion: Communicating Sustainability
To conclude, featured speakers will discuss marketing communications. What is the best way
to communicate the sustainability message to consumers? With many brands under-emphasising
their green credentials, is ‘silent marketing’ the way forward? What marketing communication is
expected by ethical consumers? The panel will discuss this marketing conundrum.
12:40

Networking Lunch

Programme: Day 2 – Friday 10th June 2016
Session 4: Food Losses & Waste
According to the FAO (United Nations), up to a third of food produced for human consumption is lost or wasted in the
supply chain. At the same time, almost a billion people go hungry because of lack of food. Apart from the social and
economic implications of food waste, there are environmental impacts. Food waste in landfill is a major contributor to
global warming, creating almost a quarter of methane gases. Food losses also represent a waste of resources in
production, such as agricultural land, water, energy and inputs.
This session looks at approaches to reduce food losses in the supply chain, as well as waste at consumer level. What
role can food companies and retailers play? How can consumers be encouraged to undertake responsible consumption?
The role of packaging in waste reduction, as well as landfill diversion and food rescue programmes, will be discussed.
The session adjourns with featured speakers discussing sustainable consumption: what is the best way to instigate
positive change in consumers?
13:30

Global Food Loss & Waste Update

Robert VAN OTTERDIJK, Agro Industry Officer, FOOD & AGRICULTURE ORGANISATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS
An update is given on the global situation for food waste and losses. What losses are occurring
across the supply chain, and at the consumer level? How can food companies and retailers
become part of the solution to tackle this pressing sustainability issue?
14:00 Re-Directing Waste to Reduce Food Insecurity
TBC
With significant amounts of food going to landfill from retailers, there is a call to put this
unwanted food to positive use. A food bank shares its experiences in re-directing food
from landfill to create meals for the needy.
14:30 Innovating Using Unwanted Food: KromKommer Case Study
Chantal ENGELEN, Co-Founder, KROMKOMMER
Unwanted food can be a source of product innovation. Learn how one company has
successfully set up supply chains for unwanted food and overcome the marketing challenges.
15:00 Networking Breaks & Refreshments
15:20 Food Waste Reduction: Retailer Case Study
Franz HÖLZL, Head of Sustainability, SPAR AUSTRIA
A supermarket chain shares its experiences in tackling food waste. How is it implementing
changes to its sourcing and retailing policies? What is the role of collaborations in making
use of food waste?
15:45 Novel Packaging for Waste Reduction
Julia SCHIFTER, Business Development Manager, TIPA
Get a better understanding on the role of packaging to extend the shelf-life of food and
beverages. What developments in protective packaging can we expect to see in the future?
16:10 Food Waste: Overcoming Consumer Obstacles
Toine TIMMERMANS, Programme Manager Sustainable Foods Chains,
WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH
Some say an overhaul in consumer behaviour is necessary if the food industry is to
take concrete steps to reduce food waste. Details are given into some of the major
hurdles at the consumer level.
16:55 Closing Remarks from the Chair
16:35 Panel Discussion: Encouraging Sustainable Consumption
17.00 End

Conference Information
About the Organiser
The Sustainable Foods Summit is organised by Organic Monitor, a specialist research, consulting & training company
that focuses on the global organic & related product industries. We have been encouraging sustainable development
in our specialist industries for over 15 years.
Since 2001, we have been tracking ethical & sustainable industries like organic foods, fairtrade products, natural
cosmetics, ethical textiles, sustainable packaging, etc.
Our business services include research publications, business & technical consulting as well as events like seminars,
workshops and conferences. We now organise sustainability summits in the major geographic regions of the world: North
America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific, as well as in Europe. For more information, please visit www.organicmonitor.com

Venue details
The Sustainable Foods Summit will be hosted at Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam City Centre. The hotel is conveniently
located in the heart of Amsterdam, within walking distance from the Central Station and old city centre. Alongside
the water’s edge, the hotel is easily accessible by all modes of transport.
Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam City Centre
Piet Heinkade 11
1019 BR Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel:+31 (0) 20 519 1200
Fax:+31 (0) 20 519 1239
www.moevenpick-amsterdam.com

Accommodation
Delegates are responsible for arranging their own travel and accommodation. A limited number of rooms have
been reserved at special rates for Sustainable Foods Summit delegates wishing to stay at Mövenpick Hotel. To
take advantage of these special rates, please contact the hotel directly.

Note
Additional speakers are still to be confirmed. The organiser reserves the right to change the content and / or speakers
of this programme. The organiser reserves the right to cancel, defer or modify the event proceedings without prior
notice.
If you have sent a booking to us and have not yet received confirmation, please contact Janina Wolfert at
jwolfert@organicmonitor.com or +44 20 8567 0788

